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Volunteering experiences
since 04.2018 Red Cross Germany, District Association Unna e.V. (DRK Unna)
Leading educational seminars for social year volunteers

{ 04.2018: Seminar in Winterberg with the topic of „mental illnesses“
{ 06.2018: Seminar in Groningen with the topic of „creativity and activity“
since 08.2017 Young Friends of the Earth Germany (BUNDjugend)
Leadership of educational and action trainings and involvement in project development

{ Involved in the development of the youth project „camp for future 2018“
{ 03.2018: Training on „Getting active in the Climate Justice movement“
since 08.2016 Alliance of International Voluntary Service Organisations (Alliance)
Advanced education via several trainings as well as involvement in working groups of the
organisation

{ 2017: Participating in the Long Term Training Course (LTTC)
{ since 2016: Involvement in the Environmental Sustainability Working Group (ESWG)
since 04.2015 Internationale Jugengemeinschaftsdienste (IJGD)
Leadership of international trainings, workcamps and youth exchanges as well as involvement in
working groups of the organisation

{ 06.2018: Involvement in the foundation of a new working group regarding the future of
workcamps in the IJGD
{ 06.2018: Leading an advanced training for trainers with the topic "Climate Justice now!"
{ 03.2018: Leading an advanced training for trainers regarding current and relevant issues
of the IJGD
{ 10.2017: Leading an evaluation meeting for camp leaders and participants
{ 08.2017: Leading an international workcamp in Kerpen-Manheim
{ 07.2017: Leading an international workcamp in Ruhpolding
{ 08.2016: Leading an international workcamp in Essen
{ 07.2016: Leading an international youth exchange in Nuremberg
{ 08.2015: Leading the international workcamp in Bielefeld

Trainings and additonal qualifications
05.2018 Training (BUNDjugend) Wilderness Training: Living With Nature
Acquirement of skills and knowledge on wilderness and outdoor education

02.2017 Training course (Alliance) Long Term Training Course 2017
- 09.2017 Acquirement of various competences and sets of skills for youth trainers
05.2017 Study session (Alliance) Self-Assessment on Gender Equality
Raising awareness of gender equality and contribution to the development of the GEWG policy
paper and self-assessment tools for youth organisations

03.2017 Training for trainers (IJGD) Seminarleiterkreis (SLK)
Becoming a trainer for camp leaders and advanced trainings

11.2016 Training (IJGD) Better Together - Volunteering as a tool for social inclusion
Encouragement of social inclusion in international voluntary services

08.2016 Training (IJGD) Fair Play 2.0 - Against sexism and nationalism in IVS
Learning how to deal with sexism and nationalism in international voluntary services

08.2016 Advanced training (Allerweltshaus Köln eV) Advanced Training in the area of refugees
Causes of flight and basics of asylum laws, opportunities of further education and support for
refugees

03.2016 Training (IJGD) TACT 2.0 - Teenagers: Active Citizens of Tomorrow
Learning about the special needs of teenagers in international voluntary services

04.2015 Training for camp leaders (IJGD) Ausbildungsseminar „Global Learning“
Becoming a camp leader with the focus on global learning

Additional business
04.2013 Student associate IT-administration in the philosophical faculty of the University of
- 03.2018 Cologne
Customer service and maintenance of work spaces and network structures

Academic career
since 10.2012 University of Cologne Physics B.Sc.
10.2010 RWTH Aachen Physics B.Sc.
- 09.2012
06.2010 Rurtal-Gymnasium Düren graduation

language skills
German
English
Russian
Dutch

mother tongue
fluent
basic skills
basic skills

